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Introduction
Since the first states voted to legalize
recreational cannabis for adult use in 2012,
the cannabis industry has experienced
breakneck evolution as laws, norms, and
consumer awareness evolve in real time.
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Yet while cannabis, hemp, and CBD markets have been rapidly taking
shape state by state, the marketing of these industries’ fledgling
products, services, and brands has been unable to keep pace. The
obstacle, of course, has been cannabis’s continued federal classification
as a Schedule I drug.
At present, in addition to dealing with the complexity of each locality’s
regulations, cannabis entrepreneurs everywhere are also excluded
from spending their marketing dollars through the modern advertising
mainstays of Google, Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. While some
brands roll the dice by submitting subtly worded ads to these networks
in hopes that a few will slip by the moderators, most of the industry’s
marketing professionals have been left to experiment with a mix
of traditional advertising methods, event sponsorships, influencer
marketing, and ad buys through cannabis-specific publications. These
options leave most brands overspending on ineffective advertising
campaigns that lack a cohesive strategy and measurable ROI.
The good news: As policy and public sentiment have tilted in the
direction of widespread legalization, a steadily increasing number of
mainstream advertising platforms have become open to accepting
cannabis and CBD marketing dollars. In fact, today cannabis and CBD
professionals have more avenues available for advertising their products
than ever before, particularly in the digital realm. The only problem is
this: Most brands don’t know it yet.
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The State of
Cannabis & CBD
Marketing in
2020

5

Bills to Billboards: The Evolution of Legal
Cannabis Advertising
For a nascent industry that had spent previous decades pushing only for
policy reform and regulation, the first cannabis billboards that appeared
in Washington State post-legalization were almost surreal. They cropped
up along highways and at cities’ outer limits a few at a time as the earliest
stores began to open. The billboards, with their larger-than-life graphics,
felt splashy, but the reality was that they were one of very few options
available to anyone advertising cannabis and CBD. At the same time, in
Colorado, outdoor advertising wasn’t permitted at all.
Even the advertising formats allowed came with numerous restrictions—in
Washington, for instance, no advertisement could be “within one thousand
feet of the perimeter of a school grounds, playground, recreation center or
facility, child care center, public park, library, or a game arcade admission
to which it is not restricted to persons aged twenty-one years or older; on
or in a public transit vehicle or public transit shelter; or on or in a publicly
owned or operated property.” Unsurprisingly—given the scope of these
restrictions, plus additional rules regarding signage limits, promotional
pricing, merchandise, giveaways, and the like—a very limited array of
options were left on the roster.
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Beyond billboards, marketers most frequently advertised through events
(at which no cannabis could be offered or consumed); on endemic
cannabis websites like High Times and WeedMaps (which only reached a
small niche of cannabis consumers); and in any print outlets who would
accept their ads (which ranged from alt-weeklies and print magazines to
larger local papers).
Worse than the limited array of options was their inability to offer
satisfactory measurement against marketing KPIs. Early on, most cannabis
advertisers accepted that they would have to run so-called “spray and pray”
ad campaigns, posting their message anywhere it would be accepted and
hoping for the best. They had no way of knowing who was coming to their
stores, recognizing their branding, or buying their products based on their
advertising spends—and for the most part, they still don’t.

Parties & Pop-Ups: Modern Cannabis Marketing
Tactics
6

“Early on, most effort was focused on getting any ad approved, anywhere,
rather than actually crafting ads that addressed the benefits of your
products or services,” says Chris Shreeve, co-owner of two dispensary
locations in Seattle and co-founder of PrograMetrix. “Often ancillary
businesses had the best luck, while CBD and cannabis businesses had a
harder time.”
Generally, this is still the case—many CBD brands, for instance, spend time
carefully crafting Google ad copy or Facebook imagery that replace overt
references to cannabis with subtle green accent coloring and terms like
“herbal.” Sometimes these ads slip by the Google or Facebook algorithms,
only to be flagged or removed shortly thereafter, often followed by deletion
of the brand’s account.
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As the industry has matured, though, cannabis marketers have become
less willing to accept the current state of affairs. In the early days, many
industry professionals were cannabis advocates first and businesspeople
second—sometimes they had black- or gray-market experience, and in
terms of marketing, it was enough to even be able to talk openly about
their line of business. But by January 2015, cannabis was already the
nation’s fastest-growing industry, and professionals from other industries
were starting to pay attention. Today, each new state to legalize draws an
increasing number of pro marketers with mainstream experience looking
to get into the cannabis game.
In 2020, with 11 states plus Washington, D.C. having legalized cannabis
for recreational use, the industry continues to mature as it tests new
marketing methods and adapts to ever-changing regulations. Still, no
current tactics have been able to replace the gaping hole left by the
cannabis industry’s inability to access premium digital ad space and its
corresponding data.
Luckily, an increasing number of digital platforms have become
interested in carving out a slice of cannabis and CBD marketing spends
for themselves—which opens the door to running data-driven online ad
campaigns for CBD and cannabis.

7

Compliant Ad Targeting: The Future of
Marketing Cannabis & CBD
As of 2020, legal cannabis is still the fastest-growing industry in
the United States. Meanwhile, digital marketing spends have just
surpassed traditional spends for the first time in history. Together,
these facts indicate that the future of cannabis marketing is digital.
Yet with over half of digital advertising dollars spent through “the
Duopoly”—Facebook and Google, both of which reject even CBD
ads—how can cannabis marketers expect to succeed through digital
marketing?
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The answer is by looking at the other half of the digital ad pool.
Many working in cannabis have come to believe that because their
Google and Facebook ads don’t get approved, digital advertising is
closed to them. But myriad other mainstream websites are willing
to accept cannabis and CBD ad buys, including heavy hitters like
ESPN, Huffington Post, Newsweek, Politico, Barstool Sports, Complex,
The Chive, and USA Today. Newer digital ad formats have also
become available—radio ads via Spotify and Pandora, for instance, or
connected TV ads via Roku and Hulu.
In fact, digital advertising provides an ideal medium for compliant
cannabis and CBD advertising, because modern ad targeting
technology can leverage known user data to display ads directly to
appropriate audiences—such as those 21 and over. Recent strategic
alliances formed to expand the cannabis advertising space have also
resulted in the building of custom online audiences featuring known
cannabis and CBD consumers: As such, brands are now able to market
to people who have downloaded apps like WeedMaps or Leafly;
liked an alternative wellness brand on Facebook; or visited a local
dispensary in the last 30 days.

8
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Programmatic
Advertising
for CBD &
Cannabis
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Imagine being able to show
ads for your dispensary to
any cannabis shopper who
visited your competitor’s store
in the last three months.
…or get your audio ads heard on Spotify by yoga enthusiasts living in a
certain zip code.
…or target your B2B campaign at in-state business owners most similar to
the contacts in your CRM.
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Sound like marketing superpowers? These are actually things you can
already do with programmatic advertising technology. The thing is, most
cannabis and CBD marketers don’t even know what programmatic means
yet—so before we get into any superpowers, let’s jump into the basics.

What Is Programmatic Advertising?
10

As MarTech Advisor defines it:
“Programmatic advertising is the real-time buying and
selling of ad inventory through an automated bidding
system. Programmatic advertising enables brands or
agencies to purchase ad impressions on publisher sites or
apps through a sophisticated ecosystem. Programmatic
advertising includes ad slots for digital out-of-home (DOOH),
online, streaming, TV, video and voice ads.”

Over the last decade, digital
ad spending has jumped
from $26 billion to

$151 billion
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per year

70%

digital ads using
programmatic ad
tech

Back in the day (i.e., a few years ago), ad buying
went like this: A brand like Gatorade would call
up a platform like ESPN and say, “Hi, ESPN. We’d
like to run an ad on your web page.” ESPN would
request a lot of money; after a little back-and-forth,
Gatorade would pay it. The ad would run, Gatorade
would hope to see an increase in sales, and when
the prearranged time was up, the ad would come
down. The next time Gatorade wanted to run an ad,
the whole process would repeat itself.
Following this process at scale is no longer feasible:
Over the last decade, digital ad spending has
jumped from $26 billion to $151 billion per year.
Today, about 70% of digital ads are bought and sold
using programmatic ad tech, which automates the
negotiation and purchasing process to let sales
happen in a matter of milliseconds. Rather than
having to purchase ads individually ahead of time,
programmatic platforms now connect advertisers
with hundreds of thousands of available ad slots
instantaneously, and algorithms help purchasers
decide where to run ads, when to show them, and
how much to pay.

11
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These platforms also aggregate data from a huge array of providers,
which lets advertisers choose their exact audience by attribute—longdistance runners ages 21 to 30 living in Colorado with a known interest in
CBD, for instance. The ability to make these sorts of data-based decisions is
what makes programmatic ad buying efficient and cost-effective: It allows
marketers to only show ads to people who might actually be interested in
the product, service, or information in question.
Programmatic ad buying has become the new normal in digital
advertising in just a few years. This rapid transformation explains why
many people—including among professional marketers—still don’t quite
understand it yet. Even full-service marketing agencies often outsource
their programmatic ad buying to specialists like PrograMetrix. Thus,
for any brand looking to get a leg up on the competition—particularly
in competitive and fast-moving industries like CBD and cannabis—the
potential benefits of leveraging programmatic are numerous.

12

Programmatic Ad Formats Available for
Cannabis & CBD
For cannabis and CBD marketers, the easiest way to reach any digital
audience is through a programmatic platform. Huge numbers of hightraffic, mainstream sites will accept programmatic cannabis ad buys—sites
like USA Today, HuffPost, Newsweek, Politico, The Chive, and yes, ESPN. The
benefits of programmatic are particularly relevant to cannabis and CBD
for a few reasons. For one, cannabis and CBD shoppers represent a huge
audience, but the endemic sites most frequently used to target these
consumers—like High Times and DOPE—only reach a small subsection of
them. To expand a campaign’s reach beyond these niche demographics,
ad placement on mainstream platforms is necessary.
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Cannabis advertisers in legal states are also required by law to ensure
that their marketing campaigns target adults 21 and over—something
programmatic platforms are able to document and demonstrate.
Furthermore, cannabis business owners are unable to deduct marketing
expenses on their taxes, which means that data on ROI is instrumental
to keeping a business afloat. Programmatic ad buys offer this data by
tracking conversions; ad buys in print outlets, for instance, cannot.
The availability of certain programmatic platforms depends on whether
you’re a plant-touching or CBD-specific business: Both industries are
able to run display ads on mainstream websites, they just use separate
platforms to do so. Hemp, CBD, and ancillary brands are able to use
mainstream programmatic technology: At PrograMetrix, we help our CBD
clients run ads through a demand-side platform (DSP) called The Trade
Desk. For all other cannabis brands, it’s currently best to use a cannabisspecific ad buying platform: At PrograMetrix, we partner with Safe-Reach
to help our cannabis clients access a wide range of mainstream websites
through a platform built for compliance.
Each of the following programmatic advertising channels offers unique
benefits and capabilities for cannabis and CBD marketers.

Display Ads
Even more so than with digital in general, display ads are transacted
almost entirely through programmatic ad tech: This year, 85% of display
ads will be purchased programmatically. If you’re running display ads for
cannabis, programmatic ad buying is a must.
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One of the best things about running programmatic display ad campaigns
is the ability to A/B test distinct ad sizes, reallocating resources in real time
to the ones with the highest likelihood of conversion. Though a process
called real-time bidding, businesses can adjust how much they’re willing to
pay for a display ad impression depending on the space’s dimensions. For
example, if early results of your campaign show that your vertical banner
ads are twice as likely as your horizontal ones to drive clicks through to your
website, you can adjust your bid factors to let the platform know you’re
willing to pay twice as much for a vertical banner ad impression, and only
half as much for a horizontal one.
Sample display ad campaigns for CBD or cannabis:

• An awareness campaign for the new dispensary location you’re

opening, targeting visitors to your website over the last six months.

• A promotional campaign offering $4.20 off online CBD orders in the
month leading up to 4/20.

Mobile Ads
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According to Inc.’s review of data from Nielsen, Pew Research, comScore,
and several more, the average person spends more than four hours per
day on their mobile device—which means mobile ads are a must in any
industry.
When building programmatic mobile campaigns, CBD and cannabis
businesses are able to target based on mobile activity—for instance, ads
can be shown only to people who’ve downloaded cannabis apps like
WeedMaps, Leafly, or Eaze. Another popular mobile marketing technique
is known as geofencing: Using mobile data, cannabis and CBD advertisers
can target adults near certain locations that may be relevant to their brand.
Sample mobile ad campaigns for cannabis or CBD:

• A geofenced campaign for CBD capsules, targeting visitors to a local
yoga studio.

• A same-day campaign to increase attendance at your cannabis
conference presentation, with a geofence drawn around the
conference’s convention center.

Native Ads
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Native advertisements are ads that blend into the surrounding content
of the platform they’re shown on. Sponsored content is a more complex
form of native advertising, while Facebook’s newsfeed ads are a simpler
example. A few basic creative elements—ad copy, an accompanying image,
and a click-through link—are all it takes to run native advertisements for
cannabis or CBD in a wide variety of locations.
Running native ads on mainstream websites can work well for cannabis
and CBD brands because the surrounding content normalizes the content
of the ad and helps destigmatize its subject matter. For some potential
customers, clicking on a cannabis ad will feel less intimidating when it’s
surrounded by other high-quality links having nothing to do with cannabis.
Sample native ad campaigns for CBD or cannabis:

• A campaign to increase ticket sales for a pop-up event sponsored by
your brand.

• A campaign to increase the reach of your recent feature in a local news
outlet, reaching readers of similar news outlets.

Digital Audio Ads
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Audio represents an up-and-coming ad format in the programmatic
landscape; with the proliferation of podcasts and streaming radio services
in recent years, the share of audio ads is expected to increase significantly
in the foreseeable future. Benefits of audio advertising include a high
likelihood of an engaged audience (think commuters sitting in traffic on
the way home) and 100% share of voice during your audio spot (i.e., no one
else’s advertisement is competing for the listener’s attention during those
30 seconds).
Many mainstream audio companies like iHeartRadio are slowly beginning
to dip their toes into running cannabis ads.
Sample audio CBD and cannabis campaigns:

• A B2B audio spot aimed at business owners who subscribe to a certain
cannabis podcast.

• An informational audio spot explaining the process by which your CBD
extract is derived from organic hemp.

Connected TV Ads
Another up-and-coming channel for programmatic advertising, connected
TVs offer many of the same benefits that streaming audio channels do,
including an engaged audience, 100% share of voice during your ad, and
the ability to leverage this channel early while many cannabis brands have
yet to invest in video creative.
15

Connected TV ads allow advertisers to reach potential customers in the
comfort of their own homes, often in the evening or over the weekend
when other ad formats may be comparatively less effective. They’re also
not governed by the same cannabis restrictions as standard broadcast
television, because information is available on whether account owners are
over 21.
Sample cannabis or CBD campaigns via connected TV:

• A high-res showcase of a newly renovated dispensary location, aimed at
customers from your other stores.

• A pre-roll video featuring your outdoor cannabis growing process,
aimed at viewers who have watched Planet Earth.

Paid Search & Paid Social
As we’ve noted, search and social platforms including Facebook and
Google have policies of rejecting CBD and cannabis ads. That said, some
do get approved by the platforms’ algorithms or moderators; there are also
certain steps you can take to increase your chances of approval, particularly
if you’re working with an ad agency that specializes in cannabis.
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Ultimately, the decision to advertise on these platforms depends on your
goals, the audiences you want to target, and your marketing team’s risk
tolerance. If your ads are approved, these platforms offer the same types of
targeting capabilities that programmatic platforms do, including audience
segmentation and ad retargeting.
Sample search or social campaigns for CBD and cannabis:

• A Google Ads campaign targeting “best online vape shop” and related
keywords searched by Canadian adults.

• A retargeting campaign using Facebook News Feed ads to remind

previous visitors to your CBD website about abandoned items in their
shopping cart.

Emerging Channels

16

Programmatic’s share of online advertising dollars is increasing steadily
year over year, to the point that in a matter of years, programmatic could
become the only way to buy and sell online advertisements. Within
programmatic, a few key channels are currently trending faster than others
in the cannabis industry.
Cannabis and CBD brands are frequently interested in the emerging
capabilities of digital audio, connected TV, and geofenced mobile
advertising. The measurability of campaigns is also becoming more
important: For instance, clients using geofencing technology to increase
foot traffic to their retail locations want to understand not just how many
of their target customers saw their ad, but how many of those impressions
resulted in store visits, purchases, and above-average revenue.
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In the next few years, we expect cannabis and CBD brands to begin
focusing on digital out of home media, or DOOH: An increase in DOOH
inventory will result in the ability to transact advertisements on digital
billboards, buses, or in-store monitors in a matter of moments. Voice
advertising is also expected to become a major channel as virtual
assistants become pervasive: For instance, if someone asked Siri for a
dispensary recommendation nearby, she could one day recommend your
location.
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Building a
Comprehensive
Digital Marketing
Plan for Cannabis
or CBD

18

Step 1: Do Your Market Research

1

Start with your ideal customer: Who are they? What do they do, need, and
care about? Next, consider your unique value proposition—whatever it is
that makes your brand, rather than your competitors’ brands, irreplaceable
in the life of that customer. Now, consider the best way to communicate
said value: Where and how does your customer spend their time? What do
they need to hear in order to be convinced?
Your first step should rely on research over theory. This is particularly
important for cannabis and CBD businesses—both industries have an
immense array of potential customers, but also an array of historical
stereotypes to combat. To avoid pigeonholing your business or your
customers, find as much hard data as possible about your target
demographic. Consult your Google Analytics, and if you’ve already
established your customer base (whether B2B or B2C), ask your real
customers for input throughout the research process.

Step 2: Set Your Marketing Goals

2
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With a firm base of data to build on, start formulating your goals. These
should align directly with your current company goals, as well as with the
goals of other departments across your team.
For best results, your goals should be SMART—specific, measurable,
attainable, relevant, and timely. The measurability element should mean
you’re establishing KPIs for each goal as you go. Be sure to keep any
limitations of your local cannabis regulations in mind: For instance, if you’d
like to become the best-known cannabis brand in the U.S. but your state
doesn’t allow you to market to out-of-state consumers, you’ll need to think
carefully about how exactly you’re going to get there.

Step 3: Weigh Digital vs. Traditional Methods

3

According to eMarketer, more than half of all advertising is now conducted
digitally: In 2020, an estimated $151 billion will be spent on digital
marketing, as compared with $107 billion to be spent on traditional.
19

For most companies—cannabis, CBD, and hemp businesses included—
more than half of your advertising should also be conducted digitally.
There are over 300 million internet users in the US, and Americans on
average spend six hours and 31 minutes per day online. Digital marketing
also allows for smarter audience targeting, better data collection, and more
accurate measurement of campaign ROI.
All the above is not to say that traditional marketing strategies have no
place in a comprehensive marketing plan for CBD or cannabis: While we
don’t recommend leveraging every avenue at once, the ideal strategy
includes a data-informed mix of traditional and digital tactics employed
together to hit your marketing goals.

Step 4: Audit Your Digital Assets

4

List out every channel you have available for digital marketing, from your
Facebook page to your website. Cross off any that won’t be seen, read, or
heard by your target customer. Channels will generally fall under three
umbrellas: paid media, owned media, and earned media.

• Paid media includes advertisements of all kinds, including digital

banner ads, connected TV ads, digital audio spots, videos, mobile, native
advertising, paid search listings, paid social posts, and so on. These are
the easiest campaigns to get up and running in a short amount of time,
but they require some budget put behind them.
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• Owned media includes digital channels whose content you control,

including your website, blog posts, emails, and social media accounts.
These channels are similar to paid media in that you control the
messaging, but they’ll use less of your budget and require more time to
manage.

• Earned media includes digital channels whose content is controlled

by influencers and the press, including news sites, blogs, podcasts, and
so on. Like owned media, earned media requires minimal budget but
takes time and effort—and unlike paid and owned media, you won’t
control what gets published.

You’ll also want to consider your marketing budget and how much time
you have to hit your marketing goals. The balance between these two
elements will inform which channels will best suit your marketing needs.

20

Step 5: Plan Campaigns by Channel

5
6

Return to your goals, and consider where they fall in the modern digital
marketing funnel. Are you looking to increase brand awareness, engage
potential customers, convince people to buy your product, or convert the
ones you’ve convinced? Maybe you’re looking to do all the above. If so,
that’s fine, but you’ll likely want to pick one or two things to focus on at a
time via specific campaigns.
A robust digital marketing plan will include a healthy mix of campaigns
falling under each of the owned, earned, and paid media umbrellas.
Brainstorm as many ideas as you want to begin with; the next step will be
choosing which to focus on.

Step 6: Prioritize Your Marketing Efforts

Prioritize your digital marketing campaigns based on what will help you
make the most progress toward your goals in the least amount of time
using the resources you currently have. Speaking very generally:

• If you have plenty of time but very little money, prioritize owned
and earned media campaigns. Content marketing, social media
management, and PR take time to pay off, but they’re relatively
inexpensive to get started.
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• If you have some money but very little time, prioritize paid media

campaigns. Digital ad campaigns for CBD and cannabis may take a few
weeks to optimize, but they’ll move the needle faster than owned or
earned media efforts.

When you’ve picked your top few campaign priorities, map these out
across your marketing timeline. Break each campaign down into bite-sized
chunks, and schedule them week by week and quarter by quarter.
One final element of the prioritization process: Make your digital marketing
plan, as a whole, a priority. One of the biggest mistakes CBD and cannabis
business owners make is developing an incredible marketing plan, then
leaving it in a “Marketing Strategy” folder and never looking at it again.

21

Step 7: Get a Professional Opinion

7

Another common mistake marketers in all industries make is not getting
someone outside of their company to review their strategy before
implementing it. As someone who already believes in your own product,
it’s also easy to believe that all your target customers are going to come
running to buy everything you sell as soon as you upload your first blog
post. To avoid spending months on a plan that won’t work in the long run,
it’s always worth seeking a reality check.
This is exactly why agencies exist: They’re the friend who wants to see you
succeed, has the time available to help you out, and just so happens to be
a marketing pro. Based on their industries’ unique challenges, cannabis,
CBD, and hemp brands should find an agency that specializes in these
industries. Most agencies, including PrograMetrix, offer a free consultation
to discuss digital marketing ideas.

Step 8: Incorporate Digital Technology

8
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From social media management tools to demand-side ad buying
platforms, modern digital marketing technology is an incredible thing.
There are services that can import and anonymize customer data from
your website or POS, then match those data points with data from thirdparty providers to build custom audiences for ad targeting.

The same services can also build lookalike audiences that mirror the
characteristics of your existing customers, allowing your brand to rapidly
establish a larger audience of your most likely potential customers. These
options can be particularly instrumental for cannabis and CBD marketers,
because the cannabis industry is currently underserved by the largest data
companies.

22
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Step 9: Measure Against Your KPIs—and Use
the Data

9

If you’re not making data-based decisions in real time, you won’t be able
to keep up with your competitors who are. Every marketing expense
you undertake needs to prove, through data, that it can pay for itself. We
recommend keeping all your digital campaign data in one place, like a
customized dashboard, and checking it daily to see how your campaigns
are performing against your marketing goals.

Then—unless the measurements are exactly what you were going for—
update your marketing plan. It’s important to stay agile as you gain new
data insights, experience changes in budget, and learn about the latest in
digital marketing technology.
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Digital Ad
Compliance
Guidelines for
Cannabis &
CBD Brands

24

It’s no secret to anyone working
in cannabis or CBD that
regulations make advertising
these products tricky. Luckily, the
hardest part of complying with
said regulations is understanding
them in the first place.
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The good news is that many digital advertising platforms—
particularly in the programmatic space, where ad creative must
be approved for use across a variety of outlets—have distilled
the range of disparate regional rules into a handful of broadly
applicable guidelines. The following guide outlines best practices
for any cannabis and CBD brand looking to advertise digitally.

Cannabis & CBD Advertising: What’s Allowed?

25

As of this writing, cannabis is currently legal in 34 states plus Washington,
D.C. Of those, 23 allow medical marijuana, while 11 states (and D.C.) allow
recreational cannabis use. The types of advertising allowed depend
primarily on your location, so the first place to check for specifics is your
state’s page on cannabis rules (or if your state doesn’t have one, the full text
of your state’s cannabis law). That said, some states have yet to implement
specific regulations on advertising and marketing cannabis, particularly
where it’s legal for medical use only.
For CBD advertising, the rules are murky. The 2018 Farm Bill legalized
hemp-derived CBD products in the United States, but did not clarify the
legality of their sales and marketing—it left those aspects to states to
decide. And with digital advertising, it’s not just legislation that governs
CBD: Some platforms, including Facebook and Google, have policies of
rejecting CBD ads. They add to the confusion by enforcing these policies
with varying degrees of strictness.

Best Practices for Digital Compliance With
Cannabis & CBD Advertising Regulations
In general, cannabis advertising regulations include the same major
stipulations for ad copy and creative across all regions:

• No suggestion of health or medical benefits
• No elements that could appeal to children (cartoon characters, etc.)
• No false or misleading statements, including those made about
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competitors’ products

•
•
•
•

No testimonials or endorsements
No product consumption
No pricing, potency statements, or promotional offers
Ads for infused products must state “For Adult Use Only”

In Florida, a state approval process for ad creative also applies. In Alaska,
Arkansas, California, Maryland, Massachusetts, Nevada, Ohio, Oregon, and
Washington, additional state-specific copy is required in the ad creative.
Depending on the state, there is some flexibility in implementation of
these guidelines—for instance, in Washington, there are no stipulations on
font size or color for the additional copy.

Where Can I Advertise?
At PrograMetrix we help our CBD clients advertise through The Trade
Desk and help our cannabis clients advertise through Safe-Reach. Both
platforms offer a wide variety of ad inventory across display, mobile, native,
connected TV, and digital audio channels.
26

For most programmatic platforms, the approval process is straightforward:
You’ll create your ads according to the platform guidelines, submit them
for review, and receive approval or a request for changes. Once your ads
have been approved, you’ll be able to set your campaign parameters,
including:

• Who should see your advertisements. Ages 21 and over is a given; you

can also choose from a vast array of behavioral data segments to target
your brand’s ideal customer.

• Where your advertisements will run. Digital ads should be

geotargeted to your state unless your products are legal across state
lines; they can also be aimed at specific regions down to the zip code.

Both of the above are important to set according to your local laws; ad
creative may be taken down if it is shown outside of the appropriate
jurisdiction.
For CBD brands, in addition to programmatic, you may be able to run paid
social through Facebook and paid search through Google—particularly if
your CBD is derived from hemp. These platforms impose restrictions that
go beyond the standard best practices for ad creative, and in spite of your
best efforts to follow the rules, your ads may still be rejected. In general, ads
for hemp-derived CBD topicals are approved, but you may run into trouble
if the website you’re driving traffic to goes beyond that product category.
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Pro Tip:
Rather than omitting all mentions of CBD
or giving up on these platforms entirely, one
workaround is to develop a landing page with
a distinct domain (think topicals.yourwebsite.
com) and ensure that this page refers to your
products using words like “natural plant-based
remedies.” If you receive approval from Facebook
and Google on this landing page, you can then
add links through to your main website for further
information and a full browsing experience.

Another
Workaround:
If you choose to run ads
through an agency, the ad
creative will be uploaded
through their account, and
may have a better chance of
approval assuming they’re an
established advertiser on the
platform.
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Key Elements of a Cannabis Digital Ad
Most digital cannabis and CBD ads call for the same basic elements to be
shown across display, mobile, and native channels:

• a concise, compelling headline (up to 30 characters, including spaces);
• body copy expanding on your product or service (up to 100 characters,
including spaces);

• a high-resolution image (bright, engaging photos without text work
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best; for product shots, preference environmental shots over white
backgrounds);

• your company logo (separate from the image);
• your landing-page URL (it’s best to match the look and feel of this
landing page to the ad creative itself);

• tracking pixels (for your ad and landing page).
If you don’t already have in-house capabilities for copy, imagery, and
landing page creation, your agency can offer them. If you’re running
programmatic ads, your platform will likely also double-check ad creative
for compliance prior to upload.

KPIs for CBD & Cannabis Digital Ads
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Once you’ve solved for compliance, learning from your results and using
the information to make data-based improvements becomes the most
important aspect of any cannabis or CBD advertising campaign.
Digital ad tech allows for tracking of a robust selection of sales and
marketing data: Though key metrics and reporting dashboards can be
customized for individual businesses and campaigns based on their
marketing and sales goals, the following will be relevant to many cannabis
and CBD advertising efforts:

• Cost per mille (cost per

thousand views, or CPM), cost
per acquisition (CPA), and
cost per click (CPC)

• Conversions (may mean

purchases for CBD/hemp/
ancillary brands) and
conversion rate

• Return on ad spend (ROAS)
• Total revenue
• Ad creative performance

• Keyword performance
• Geographic performance
• Impressions, in-view rate,
or video completion rate

• Site traffic (total or by
unique visitors)

•
•
•
•

Time on site
Page views
Bounce rate
Overall engagement

(with A/B testing)

• Clicks or click-through rate
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(CTR)

The data you gain through your digital advertising campaign then
can—and should—inform your marketing and advertising efforts going
forward. At the end of the day, the best campaigns don’t just drive clicks—
they offer insight that will help you take your entire marketing program
to the next level.

Conclusion
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While there are still plenty of regulatory hurdles for cannabis and CBD
professionals to clear in the digital realm, one of the largest issues is a lack
of knowledge of the options already available for marketing cannabis and
CBD online. As savvy brands begin to use the latest digital advertising
capabilities to their advantage, we expect digital cannabis advertising to
follow in the wake of digital advertising as a whole, eclipsing traditional
advertising spends in the next three to five years.
Along the way, cannabis brands that began leveraging programmatic
technology before their competitors will find themselves with a huge
head start. Don’t want to get left behind? Get in touch with PrograMetrix
for a free consultation

Contact

Chris Shreeve
VP of Business
Development

(206) 948-4536
sales@programetrix.com
PrograMetrix
1425 Broadway #545
Seattle, WA 98122
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About PrograMetrix
PrograMetrix is a Seattle-based programmatic
advertising agency serving cannabis and CBD
brands alongside Fortune 500 clients. Through
strategic partnerships with cannabis industry
leaders and the expert use of modern ad tech,
PrograMetrix helps clients target known cannabis,
CBD, and natural wellness consumers on
mainstream websites, working across all digital
channels to optimize campaign performance and
ROI. To learn more, visit PrograMetrix.com.

Appendix
State-Specific Rules for Cannabis Advertising
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Click on your market below to view the location-specific guidance
currently available in your state. Please note that not all cannabis laws offer
information on marketing, and regulations may change—conduct your own
research to confirm the most up-to-date resources available.

WASHINGTON

OREGON
IDAHO

south
dakota

wyoming

nebraska

NEVADA

utah

colorado

kansas

new
mexico

texas
ALASKA
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HAWAII

NEW YORK

MICHIGAN

iowa

PENNSYLVANIA

missouri

oklahoma arkansas

INDIANA

OHIO
west
virginia

virginia

KENTUCKY
TENNESSEE

NORTH CAROLINA
SOUTH
CAROLINA

ALABAMA GEORGIA
MISSISSIPPI

louisiana

maine
massachusetts

wisconsiN
minnesota

ILLINOIS

CALIFORNIA

arizona

new hampshire
vermont

north
dakota

montana

FLORIDA

RHODE ISLAND
connecticut
new jersey
maryland
delaware

WASHINGTON, D.C.
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